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Research Note

GETTING GRAPHIC:
COMPUTER GRAPHICS IN BIOCHEMISTRY
Wilmon B. Chipman
e live in a three dimensional world,
but even the familiar objects we see
W
every day such as buildings, are difficult to
represent in drawings that mu'st be two
dimensional. Things as dny and complex
as chemical molecules are vastly more
challenging to manipulate in two dimensions. The way chemists think about the
world has been conditioned by the ways'in
which three-dimensional objects can be
represented on paper. However, new computer graphics techniques are changing the
ways in which three dimensional objects
are represented. For this reason, computers are drastically changing how science
and engineering are approached.
For example, a child's drawing of an
automobile is usually flat; it only shows the
side of the car. An engineer's drawing
attempts to represent the whole three
dimensional object, but the viewer needs
experience to interpret such drawings. Recent developments in computer graphics
have made possible the presentation of a
three dimensional object from any angle,
Television advertisements take advantage
of this advance in technology. Everyone
has seen ads on television in which a Dodge
Van rotates on the screen before your very
eyes while white-robed engineers ponder
design changes. To understand how complex molecules function, chemists, biologists and biochemists are beginning to use
the same techniques that make televised
graphics so effective.
In order to understand the complexities
of a living system, biochemists need to
know both how the atoms in molecules are
arranged, and how both the atoms and the
molecules move. Let's use the very simple
structure of water as a beginning example.
The water molecule, represented as H20,
consists of two atoms of hydrogen and one
atom of oxygen. Since water is a planar
molecule (all three atoms are in a plane) it
can be drawn in two dimensions by specifying both the order in which the atoms are
connected (H-O-H) and also the bond
angles (see Fig. 1). The drawing in Figure
la provides just a single viewing angle.
Things get more complicated when one
realizes that water reacts as it does because
the atoms in a real water molecule are
constantly moving relative to one another.
This movement can also be shown in flat
drawings by changing the lengths of the
bonds and / or their angles of attachment
(see Figs. 1band 1c). This technique is

obviously somewhat unsatisfactory since
so many drawings would be required to
depict all'the possible changes for a mole. VI'b ra tmg.
.
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Figure 1

Water (H20)

Now let's look at a slightly more complicated molecule, such as glucose. Glucose
has six carbon atoms, twelve hydrogen
atoms and six oxygen atoms (C6 H 1206),
and is NOT planar. We must show the
molecule in three dimensions in order to
understand its structure. Figure 2 depicts
two common representations of the glucose molecule. If these drawings do not
look three dimensional to you, you are not
alone. A substantial percentage of viewers
do not immediately see the third dimension
(depth) from the drawing. You are beginning to understand the difficulties involved
in manipulating real world objects on
paper.
Going from water to glucose we have
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Figure 2
Glucose (two representations)

already increased the number of atoms
eight times (from three to twenty-four), the
number of bond angles at least twenty-five
times, and the number of possible vibrations many hundred-fold. For years, chemists and biochemists have used tinker-toylike models to try to understand how
molecules work. Very sophisticated and
expensive models have been built which
show at least some of the permitted motions. Chemists have actually published
papers in which all of the experimental
work was done with these models. To
model a really complex compound requires hundreds of sets of "tinker-toys"
and steel or aluminum shafts to support a
finished model. Recent developments in
microcomputer graphics have made it possible to show molecules the size of glucose
as they rotate and vibrate.
The molecules that currently interest biologists and biochemists,. such as the nucleic
acids (DNA and RNA) and proteins, are
much larger and more complicated than
glucose. They may have hundreds of thousands of atoms, and essentially infinite
numbers of bond angles and possible vibrations. Until recently biochemists have dealt
with these large molecules by drawing
simplified pictures in which the sequence
of small molecules making up the complex
nucleic acid or protein are listed on pieces
of paper pasted together and taped to the
walls, spiraling around the room. It is
impressive to walk into such a room to see
a scientist wandering around searchi ng the
walls for a particular part of the structure;
impressive, but inefficient.
The first significant use of computers in
biochemistry was computational. The position of the atoms in crystalline molecules
can be determined from a technique
known as x-ray crystallography. X-rays
are passed through a crystal and each atom
(in a crystal made up of many molecules)
bends the x-ray, resulting in a diffraction
pattern. The mathematics that relate the
diffraction pattern to the position of the
atoms are very complicated. Before computers were used, the calculation needed to
understand a single four-hour experiment
on the structure of a single molecule (of the
order of complexity of glucose) took
several years to complete. The speed of
computers has allowed scientists to determine the position of atoms in crystals of
more and more complicated molecules,
including DNA and proteins in a much
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shorter period of time. As the molecule
becomes more complicated, so does our
understanding of the results of the computations. In the past, biochemists dealt
with this complexity by building more and
more complicated "tinker-toy" models. In
the last two years, biochemists have been
able to produce computer graphic representations of complicated molecules directly from x-ray data.
A second important application of computers in biochemistry makes use of their
data storage and data searching capabilities. During the last two years, many
biochemistry research groups have been
using computer programs that run on the
Apple II family of microcomputers to keep
track of the sequences of the small molecules such as amino acids and nucleotides
that determine the structure of proteins
and 0 A respectively. The same microcomputer is powerful enough to search
these sequence files for a short series of
amino acids or nucleotides that is of particular importance.
Recombinant ON A technology (the ability to insert a gene from one organism into
the DNA of another) is one of the areas of
genetic engineering where the ability to
find a particular sequence of nucleotides is
very important. The sequences that are
important might identify a regulatory site
or the place where a particular enzyme
cleaves the DNA. The four individual
nucleosides that make up the polynucleotide ON A are adenosine, guanosine, thymidine and cytidine; which are abbreviated
A, G, T, C, respectively. The microcomputer takes a DNA sequence, represented
by a list of letters CAGG AAACAGCT A
..... , which might be several hundred pages
long, and searches it for each occurrence of
a short sequence like TGGCCA. A word
processing program can search a letter for
each occurrence of a particular word in
similar fashion. Biochemists no longer
have to physically search the paper trail
that spirals several times around the wall of
the laboratory.
Complex biomolecules in living systems
do not exist as static crystals; they are in
solution, the atoms are moving, and they
are often surrounded by a sheath of partially ordered water molecules. The data
handling capabilities of modern computers
together with recently developed computer
graphics and animation techniques, provide a much better way of representing
complex molecules, and also allow bio-
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Figure 3
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)
bandwidth channel available into the huchemists to investigate how such large
molecules interact with each other or with
man brain is the eye. Complex molecular
smaller molecules. Most of the important
structures, and the interactions between
problems of biochemistry, such as how
them in solution, are best understood by
enzymes are turned on or off, where the
the use of sophisticated computer graphics
duplication of a section of DNA (or gene)
techniques. The use of color graphics inbegins, or how drugs work, involve this
creases the amount of information that can
type of interaction.
be handled at one time. (Different atoms
Computer graphics help scientists underare represented in different colors; for
example, oxygen is red.) As the complexity
stand complex molecular structures by
translating complex measurements into
of the structures that biochemists are inphysical objects on a screen. Engineers
terested in has increased, it has become
measure the information-handling capabilmore and more important to exploit comity of circuits in terms of bandwidth; the
puter-generated representations of molecules, such as shown in Figure 3.
greater the information transfer capability,
the greater the bandwidth. The widest
The most important progress in the use

Figure 4
ribonucleic acid (RNA)

of computers as biochemical research tools
comes from the rapidly developing field of
real-time animated computer graphics, combined with the computational powers of
modern computers. Many important biomolecules (most enzymes and RNA) cannot be crystalized; also extrapolating from
the crystal to a vibrating rotating molecule
in solution may lead to oversimplification.
In the last two years, theoretical biochemists have been remarkably successful in
computing the shapes, or conformations,
of molecules such as RNA, which has not
been crystalized, from the calculations of
the forces between the atoms of molecules.
This information is not available from any
other experimental techniques, yet it is
essential to the understanding of the action
of RNA. A simplified black and white
representation of an R A molecule is
shown in Figure 4.
During a recent visit to the Evans and
Sutherland Corporation in Salt Lake City,
I used a state-of-the-art biochemical "research engine" which allowed the operator
to selectively vary the conformations of an
enzyme and of the substate (the small
molecule that the enzyme causes to react)
on an atom-by-atom or bond-by-bond basis as a way of studying why enzymes are so
extraordinarily efficient in causing reactions to take place. The same system is
already providing important insights for
pharmaceutical chemists in the area of
drug and drug receptor interaction. In fact,
new drugs are being designed by the use of
this system. In the very near future, the
system will be able to describe interactions
between large biomolecules, thus opening
the way for important discoveries in areas
such as molecular recognition of D A
(how a regulatory protein recognizes D A, or vice-versa).
Molecular recognition between large biomolecules, followed by interaction to form
"super molecules," appears to require the
two molecules (receptor and substrate) to
be in contact over a large area, and to
involve the existence or formation of a
large cavity in one of the two molecules.
During the course of the interaction, there
is a balance between flexibility and rigidity
on the part of each molecule. As the
process proceeds, many interactions develop between atoms or bonds in the
receptor, and atoms or bonds in the substrate. Animated color graphics, based on
theoretical computations or just on experi-

mental changes by the operator, are enabling us to begin to understand these complicated processes.
The miniaturization of electronic circuit
designs has caused dramatic decreases in
the size and cost of computer graphics
hardware. A "research engine" such as the
Evans and Sutherland PS 300 system that
produces real-time animated molecular
graphics in color is much smaller than a
minicomputer, currently sells for $40,000
and only requires the intermittent use of a
minicomputer such as the VAX. Since it is
a special purpose machine, it is about as
fast (1,000,000,000 computations per
second) as the most recent Cray supercomputer. What is even more remarkable
is that it is now cheaper to implement a
graphics subroutine in hardware ("silicon
software") in such a machine than it is to
have a programmer write the special subroutine for a general purpose computer
such as the VAX II {780. The repeated
temporary storage of partial results in
memory in the general purpose machine is

eliminated in the special purpose machine,
thus yielding remarkable efficiencies in
cost and time.
Five years ago, a miniaturized microcomputer circuit or chip like the Motorola
68000 microprocessor (which runs the Macintosh microcomputer) cost twenty million
dollars and five years of time to develop; a
chip of similar size can now be developed
in six months at a cost so low that a profit
can be made on a production run of only
ten units. It is projected that within a year
or two, such a miniaturized circuit or chip
may be produced in days rather than
months. As the cost of miniaturized electronic circuits or chips decreases rapidly,
the power and complexity of the individual
chips is increasing just as rapidly. Drastic
cost decreases and even more dramatic
performance increases will result in the
area of real-time animated computer
graphics. For these reasons, biochemical
research will come to depend more and
more heavily on such techniques.
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A Winter That Will Not Thaw
My grandmother rocks before a cracked
and drafty hearth. She coughs shivers
stares with eyes awkward as galoshes.
Her arms are crossed, hands locked
in the armpits. She motions with her head
for me to come, to warm myself
around a stove that wheezes heat.
My father, dressed in myoId khaki coat,
stomps his feet on my front porch.
He breaks my only shovel into pieces.
He tries to speak to me through glass
but can't. His face would shatter.
He kneels and presses lips against
the keyhole. Sleet, he breathes, Sleet.
I lie in bed, my newborn son tucked
at my side. A last resort for warmth.
Suddenly, I strip away the quilts.
My son is blue, his face the moon.
I clutch him to my chest and squeeze.
I find his wrist and squeeze it,
squeeze it, till it snaps.

- Chuck Ozug
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